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ABOUT THE BOOK
Harper Raine doesn’t like her new house from the moment she first steps inside. There’s an energy to the house that
just doesn’t feel right, and there are even rumors that the Raine family’s new house is haunted. Harper isn’t sure she
believes those rumors until her younger brother, Michael, starts acting strangely. The once bright and cheerful boy has
been sulking ever since the move, clinging to his mother, alienating his sisters, and throwing tantrums whenever he
doesn’t get his way. Is Michael being a normal kid, or is something more sinister at play?

DIS CUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Harper’s family has recently moved to a new home (an
older house) in Washington, D.C. Why does she hate her
new home? Why does she write in a journal?

7. Why does Harper go into the basement? What happens
in the basement and what impact does the experience
have on Harper?

2. Harper meets a new friend named Dayo who shares
some history with her about the old Grady house. What
does Dayo know about the old house?

8. What is an aura and how does it explain Michael’s and
Harper’s behavior and the events that surround them?
Why does Harper visit the cemetery? What happens at
the cemetery?

3. 
After moving to the new home, Michael, Harper’s
brother, begins changing. How does he change and what
accounts for his change?
4. Describe Harper’s relationship with her Grandma Lee.
Why does Harper not visit her anymore?
5. Describe the accident Harper has with the fire truck.
Her mother says, “It’s starting all over again.” (p. 76).
What does she mean? What does her mother not know?

9. Who is the spirit hunter? Why does Harper’s grandmother
visit the house? How does Harper’s grandmother help?
What does Harper learn about herself when her mother
visits and how does this information help Harper
understand herself?
10. 
What do readers learn about the conflict between
Grandma Lee and her daughter, Harper’s mother?
How does their relationship change throughout the
story?

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
Spooky Settings. Working with a partner or in a small group, brainstorm a setting for a ghost story. On poster paper,
name the setting and then write descriptive words that create an eerie or “ghost-like” mood. Share your setting with
other groups.
Spirit Hunter Harper. Harper learns that she is a spirit hunter. Write a follow-up chapter in which Harper is beginning
to use her new powers to do good.
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